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Abstract
At NTCIR-2, RICOH submitted eight runs for
the Japanese IR task. Of the eight runs, four runs
use the title eld only and the other four use the
description eld only.
RICOH's system is built on our English text retrieval system and augmented to handle Japanese
text. The system features (1) hybrid retrieval using a combination of n-gram indexing and wordbased document ranking; (2) word-based and ngram-based query expansion; (3) a modi ed version of the Okapi's probabilistic model.
Keywords: n-gram indexing, hybrid approach,
query expansion, Okapi probabilistic model.

1 Introduction
This is RICOH's rst participation in NTCIR,
and we submitted eight runs for the Japanese IR
task.
Our system adopts the probabilistic model with
automatic query expansion [5], and retrieval is
outlined as follows:
1. Query construction
Each topic is morphologically analyzed using
a Japanese parser developed by our research
group and prede ned stop-words are ltered
out from the words obtained.
2. Initial retrieval
The selected words are assigned weights, and
scores are computed for each document containing any of the selected words using their
weights.
3. Query expansion
The initial query is automatically expanded;
the terms except stop-words in the topranked documents in the initial retrieval are
evaluated and the terms ranked the highest
are added to the original query.

4. Final retrieval
Document scores are computed using the
term weights assigned during query expansion, and the nal results are determined.
The system features:

 Hybrid retrieval

We combined n-gram (n successive characters) indexing with word-based document
ranking to achieve high retrieval e ectiveness
and eciency.

 Word-based and n-gram-based query expan-

sion
We added query expansion to the hybrid retrieval method, to further improve retrieval
e ectiveness. We tried both word-based expansion and n-gram-based expansion.

 Modi ed Okapi model

We modi ed the Okapi's probabilistic model
to ease parameter tuning and improve the
quality of term selection in expansion.

2 Hybrid retrieval
In Japanese, word boundaries are not indicated
by punctuation marks. In order to apply word
indexing to Japanese text, morphological analysis
is required to identify words in the text. This
analysis, however, poses some problems; indexing
speed is degraded, the dictionary requires constant
updating, indexes must be reconstructed following
updates, and so on. To avoid these problems, ngram indexing, which uses n-grams as indexing
units [1][2][6], has been proposed and widely used
in Japanese text retrieval systems.
For document ranking, however, using n-grams
also as scoring units tends to result in low retrieval
e ectiveness [3][4], though n-gram-based ranking
is certainly fast since a simple lookup is all that

is needed to obtain frequency statistics of each ngram. The concern about the retrieval e ectiveness led to proposals of a combination of a wordbased ranking method on n-gram indexing, sometimes called the hybrid method [1][3][4] and this
is the approach we employed for the NTCIR-2 experiments.
In the hybrid method, a query processing incorporates a morphological analysis, but the problems associated with morphological analysis are
minimal in retrieval; the analysis takes place only
during query construction { the amount of text is
limited, so a lower processing speed does not matter for queries, and re-indexing after dictionary
updates is not necessary since the indexed text is
not parsed.

3 Query expansion
In query expansion, again, there is a similar
issue as to what should constitute an expansion
term.
A straightforward way is to use words as terms,
as in document ranking. The word-based query
expansion requires morphological analysis to identify words in each of the retrieved documents. Unlike in query processing, however, the amount of
text that needs to be morphologically analyzed is
much larger, resulting in a long processing time.
Also, obtaining necessary frequency statistics of
each word is costly since these statistics have to
be calculated using the data in the n-gram index. Consequently, word-based query expansion
requires a considerable time.
Another possible term unit is an n-gram, the
unit used for indexing. The n-gram-based query
expansion, with which n-grams are used as expansion terms, eliminates much of the computation
that is required for the word-based method, hence
faster expansion is possible. On the other hand,
since n-grams do not re ect semantics as words
do, retrieval e ectiveness may su er.
We implemented both word-based and n-grambased query expansion and compared the performance in terms of speed and retrieval e ectiveness.

4 Retrieval model
To enhance the Okapi's probabilistic model, the
following modi cations were added.

4.1 Initial weight
Okapi's weighting formula has a problem of possible negative term weights [7]. For easier parameter setting, we changed the formula so that term

weights are always positive for initial retrieval [5].
The weight of each term is calculated by using the
formula
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where N is the number of documents in the collection, n is the document frequency of the term
t, and k4 ( 0) is a tuning parameter.
Note that the term weights, with our formula,
never get negative. By keeping the term weights
positive, the quality of retrieval is maintained even
in the worst case.
With each term weighted according to the
above formula, the ranking score for each document is calculated using the formula
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where f is the in-document frequency of the
term in the document d, l is the document length
(the number of characters), l is the average document length, and k1 and b are parameters.
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4.2 Feedback weight and term selection
In query expansion, all terms except stop-words
in the top-ranked documents are ranked according
to its TSV (term selection value), and the terms
ranked the highest are added to the initial query.
For each term collected, a new weight is assigned based on the feedback from the retrieved
documents. The term re-weighting formula is similar to the Okapi's formula but re ects the change
in the initial weighting mentioned above.
wt =
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where R is the number of relevant documents, r is
the number of relevant documents containing term
t, S is the number of non-relevant documents, s is
the number of non-relevant documents containing
term t, and k5 and k6 are parameters. In our
experiments, the top 10 documents were assumed
to be relevant, and we did not use any non-relevant
documents.
t

t

Table 1. Average precision

title
no-exp
0.2299
no-exp(+pair) 0.2345
exp(word)
0.2609
exp(n-gram)
0.2695

Table 2. Expansion time (sec)

desc
0.3243
0.3175
0.3669
0.3610

exp(word)
exp(n-gram)

Then, TSV v is calculated using the formula
vt
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where is a parameter. We selected, for expansion, 30 terms with the highest TSVs.
Note that this formula is di erent from the
Okapi's in that ours uses not just document frequency but also in-document frequency to reduce
too speci c terms.

5 Results
We submitted eight runs; the following four
kinds of runs were produced for both the title and
the description elds.
[no-exp] the initial retrieval result is used as the
nal result without query expansion.
[no-exp(+pair)] the adjacent word pairs in topics are added to queries. The word pairs
are represented using the proximity operators
and down-weighted as in our TREC experiments [5].
[exp(word)] the word-based query expansion
was applied.
[exp(n-gram)] the n-gram-based query expansion was applied.
Average precisions are shown in Table 1. Comparing results without expansion, the addition of
word pairs increased average precision in the title case, but decreased in the description case.
Both the word-based method and the n-grambased method of query expansion were quite effective, and there was not signi cant di erence
between the two methods.
Processing time used in query expansion was
measured on SUN Ultra2 workstation with local
disk, and average time per query is shown in Table 2. In the n-gram-based expansion, the processing time was reduced to less than 7% of that
of in the word-based expansion. Considering there
was no signi cant di erence in precision between
the two methods, the n-gram-based method looks
promising.

title desc
68.43 67.89
1.47 4.05
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